COSMOS students check in on Sunday, July 7th between 1-2:45pm in front of the Student Activities Center in Eleanor Roosevelt College (ERC).

Directions to Pangea Parking Structure, COSMOS Program

**Directions:** Exit I-5 at Genesee Avenue and head west. Turn left onto North Torrey Pines Road. Drive south to Pangea Drive; make a left on to campus. Just before the first stop sign, make a left into the Pangea Parking Structure. The Eleanor Roosevelt residence halls are located directly north of this structure. ***Please be aware of potential construction detours.

**Parking:** Parking is free on the UCSD campus on **weekends only.** Do not park in a space that is marked as “Reserved 24 hours a day, 7 days a week” or you will be ticketed. If you must come to the campus during the week and park, purchase a parking ticket from one of the parking machines and display as directed. Parking enforcement is quite active and we will be unable to help you if you receive a parking ticket.

**Transportation to/from COSMOS (student responsibility):**
For transportation options, including from San Diego airport: Cloud 9 Shuttle, EZ Ride Shuttle, Terramoto Transportation. Direct the driver to the intersection of Pangea Drive and Scholars Drive North. Utilize the UCSD COSMOS 2019 Facebook page to make arrangements with other students to travel together.

**LOST?** Call the COSMOS office at 858-822-4361 so that we may assist you.
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